
Kitchen Worktops
of Timeless Beauty
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Looking Good, 
Feeling Great.

WORKTOPS
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DRIFTWOOD
40mm Square Edged

Welcome classic style into your home with the Heritage range of naturally beautiful worktops. 
Inspired by nature, the Heritage range provides a select palette of stones and woodgrains that 
will provide that touch of individual expression. Designed for contemporary living, Heritage 

worktops possess an enduring quality of style and functionality that will stand the test of time. 
Available in both ‘square edged’ and traditional ‘bullnose’ profiles, the Heritage worktop range 
has the versatility of style, shape and form to fit seamlessly into your dream kitchen. 
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ENGLISH OAK
40mm Square Edged

Make a 
Lasting 
Impression

The Heritage range of worktops combine 
elegance and beauty with practical durability. 
Not only will your worktop impress for it’s look 
and feel but will also withstand the rigours 
of modern living. Heritage worktops come 
in two profiles; avail of either the sleek and 
versatile square edged profile or the more 
traditional ‘bullnose’ worktops edged profile.

WORKTOPS
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Furniture Grade Chipboard
Polypropylene Edging
High Pressure Laminate

High Pressure Laminate 
Polypropylene Edging

THE HERITAGE DRIP SEAL
Our innovative drip resistant 
seal provides invisible lifelong 
protection to your worktop.
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1. Worktops
Create a statement in your kitchen with 
a beautiful Heritage worktop. Expertly 
edged on all four sides, the range 
offers a beautiful centrepiece for your 
kitchen with a wide variety of choice. 
Heritage comes in thicknesses of 
40mm and 25mm, in order to achieve 
the perfect look, whatever it might 
be. Heritage worktops come in 4050 
lengths as standard with widths of 
650mm and 900mm, and of course a 
postform standard 600mm.

2. Decorative End Panels 
Decorative End Panels upgrade your 
look with a variety of design styles. 
Add a finished touch to your cabinet 
layout with Decorative End Panels.

3. Window Sills
Small details can make all the 
difference and colour coordinating your 
window sills with your other Heritage 
panels helps create a seamless effect. 
This can often be achieved from 
offcuts, we can even make a custom 
made solution for you.

4. Upstands (Multipurpose Panel)
Heritage Upstands offer a stylish and 
cost effective alternative to tiling, 
producing a seamless finish with 
the worktop. Combine upstands with 
a backsplash to enhance and complete 
the great look. Available in 3600mm x 
350mm x 18mm, Upstands consist of 
an 18mm chipboard and are supplied 
square edged with a laminate face and 
back. Your fitters will love this addition 
to make their work easier, while 
offering the customer a “complete 
look” to your design.
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Specifications
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LUNAR GREY
40mm Square Edged

5. Cupboard Framing
A simple way to add more continuity 
to your new kitchen, the 25mm panels 
are a great option when it comes to 
framing your wall cupboards. Many 
designs incorporate an under counter 
open “bookcase” style unit made from 
Heritage wide range of panels.

6. Splashbacks
Create a practical, great-looking 
addition to your kitchen design. 
Available in the following size: 
3000mm x 1200mm x 8mm, Heritage 

splashbacks consist of a 6mm MDF 
with a laminate face and a scarified 
laminate balancer, square cut with no 
edging. Tile trims can be selected for 
any exposed edges.

7. Breakfast Bar / Island Units 
Transform your kitchen with a beautiful 
Heritage worktop to suit your island 
unit. As Heritage worktops are edged 
on all four sides, adjust the length of 
your unit to suit your needs and use the 
remaining material to cleverly provide 
a perfect finish. Why not have us make 

you a custom made solution. Factory 
finished, edging to any shape or size.

OTHER DESIGN USES 
Utilise Every Space 
As Heritage worktops and panels are 
edged on both sides, they are perfect for 
that little bit of shelving or alternatively 
why not create an open cupboard area.
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Heritage offers a complete 
range of panels to make your 
life easier and add a bespoke 
feel to your design.



Exceptional ele-
gance in modern 

Heritage is a range of matching  
panels that can be selected to  
enhance and design.

DESIGNERS: Using Heritage panel 
systems allows you the freedom to 
enhance your own designs with a 
full range of options. Our upstand - 
multipurpose panel is 350mm wide so 
you decide on the ideal height of the 
upstands, or use this panel for open 
shelving or window boards. The options 
are greatly increased.

INSTALLERS: Because the panels are 
factory finished with digitally matched 
polypropylene edging, you can ‘rip and 
fit’ this product in a fraction of the time.

CONSUMERS: All materials in the 
Heritage range of panels are selected 
for their quality to offer you a lifetime 
of enjoyment, we have included the 
most popular up-to-the-minute design 
choices on new innovative textures. This 
not only gives you the look, but a unique 
‘feel’ to your chosen worksurface.

Not Just Worktops

WORKTOPS
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COLONIAL OAK
40mm Square Edged

The Heritage panel system adopts 
to modern living where your kitchen 
is your cooking space, but also your 
place to relax and enjoy.

We have taken great care to select the 
best decors for you to choose from 
but also innovative new textures. 

Heritage is both a look and feel 
experience. Our Fusion texture on the 
woodgrains is specially chosen to give 
an authentic wood look to our panels. 
The real experience is also to run 
your hand on the surface and feel the 
surface for yourself.

Exceptional elegance 
in modern but 
timeless designs
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BALTIC OAK

Scale 1:20 (approx.)
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ENGLISH OAK

Scale 1:20 (approx.)
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BUTCHER’S BLOCK

Scale 1:20 (approx.)
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DRIFTWOOD

Scale 1:20 (approx.)
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COLONIAL OAK

Scale 1:20 (approx.)
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BLACK FOREST

Scale 1:20 (approx.)
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HAMPSHIRE

Scale 1:20 (approx.)
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LUNAR GREY
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SOFT SPECKLE
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BUFFALO
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SAHARA SAND
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CARBON BLACK
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Buffalo | Stone Carbon Black | QuarrySahara Sand | QuarrySoft Speckle | Pearl

FusionPearl Quarry Stone

Colonial Oak | Fusion Black Forest | Fusion Hampshire | Fusion Lunar Grey | Quarry

Butcher’s Block | PearlBaltic Oak | Fusion English Oak | Fusion Driftwood | Fusion

Décor Options & Textures
a range of versatile panels.... WORKTOPS
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Matrix

Worktops

Accessories

Postform Square Edged 

40mm 40mm 25mm

Décor Name Texture
Price 
Band

4100 x 
600mm

4050 x 
650mm

4050 x 
900mm

4050 x 
650mm

4050 x 
900mm

Baltic Oak Fusion B     

English Oak Fusion B     

Butcher’s Block Pearl A     

Driftwood Fusion B     

Colonial Oak Fusion B     

Black Forest Fusion B     

Hampshire Fusion B     

Lunar Grey Quarry A     

Soft Speckle Pearl A     

Buffalo Stone A     

Sahara Sand Quarry B     

Carbon Black Quarry A     

Décor Name Texture
Price 
Band

Upstand/ 
Multipurpose Panel

3600 x 350 x 18mm

Backsplash 

3000 x 1200 x 8mm

Additional Edging

1 metre & 5 metre

Baltic Oak Fusion B   

English Oak Fusion B   

Butcher’s Block Pearl A   

Driftwood Fusion B   

Colonial Oak Fusion B   

Black Forest Fusion B   

Hampshire Fusion B   

Lunar Grey Quarry A   

Soft Speckle Pearl A   

Buffalo Stone A   

Sahara Sand Quarry B   

Carbon Black Quarry A   

WORKTOPS
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Recommended Distributor:
WORKTOPS

UK
Web: www.heritageworktops.co.uk
Email: sales@heritageworktops.co.uk

IRELAND
Web: www.heritageworktops.ie
Email: sales@heritageworktops.ie

Whilst every effort has been made to accurately represent colour and textures, we are 
unable to guarantee an exact match due to the limitations of the printing process.


